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SCBS President receives honor from CA WSF

Steve Marschke, President of the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep since
2005, was surprised with the honor of receiving the “Above and Beyond” award on
April 27, 2013, was bestowed upon him by the California Wild Sheep Foundation at their
annual banquet in Rancho Cordova, California.
Also known as the “ A & B Award “, the plaque is inscribed: “ A & B Award, Above &
Beyond, Presented to Steve Marschke, For your dedication, leadership of SCBS, and
many contributions to bighorn sheep in CA including: working with everyone to get the
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job done – Volunteers, Private Industries, Public Agencies…Building 14 wildlife water
systems AND plans for MANY more…Working with CDFW to monitor sheep activity
with an extensive camera program … Annually leading a group of volunteers in the San
Gabriel Sheep Survey … Always leaving a site or the trail better and cleaner … Being a
great example, which always brings out the best in others. “
“The award we are giving tonight should have been given a long time ago, but the person
we are honoring tonight is the one that everyone turns to get the job done and forgets
about it because they know he will get it done. He does it without help or complaint. He
is the go-to guy that never gets recognized but SCBS would need at least 3 people to do
what he does if he wasn’t there….If Steve sees a need for something, he just does it,
usually with his money and time and never asks for reimbursement from the Board. He is
the first one there with his time and money, and the last to leave. His love of the wild
places is shown by trash he picks up every trip and work project he’s on. But the thing he
does the best is his skill to keep his interest hidden and work with everyone to get the job
done. His integrity brings the best out of everyone and is shown by his election year after
year as President.” – Gary Thomas, SCBS.
Steve is a native of North Dakota. A scholarship to the prestigious science college
California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech) brought him to California, and after
graduating with a degree in Mechanical Engineering, he was recruited directly by Hughes
Corporation (now Raytheon) where he has worked for 19 years in the field of Metrology
(aka the science of measurement). It did not take long for Steve to discover California’s
vast open public lands, which drew him out to the deserts. Volunteering with SCBS was a
great marriage between enjoyment of the desert and making a meaningful impact on the
land at the same time.
Steve believes in volunteerism, and virtually every organization that he benefits from
receives a dividend of his service, with sincerity and conviction. With SCBS, he began
by accepting the responsibility as an area Captain, then as Area Captain Coordinator, and
currently is serving as President & Website Administrator. He has continued as the Area
Captain for the two big game guzzlers located on the Twenty-nine Palms Marine Base
(Cleghorn and Bullion guzzlers) . Steve is on the Board of Directors for the Burbank
Rifle and Revolver Club, for which he contributes more time volunteering his labor than
he does actually shooting at the range. Along with his membership in the Desert
Explorers (DE) and the Mojave Desert Heritage & Cultural Association (MDHCA), he
contributes his labor, and volunteers his expertise as a trail leader for these organizations
as well. He is generous to contribute to many other organizations as well.
Being the wife of Steve Marschke, I am continually impressed with the level of integrity
this Eagle Scout continues to serve. He treats everyone with respect, and is reciprocally
respected by his peers. He possesses the skill to keep emotions separate in times of
controversy, and the courage to make the tough decisions between what’s fair and what’s
right. Steve is self-compelled to do the right thing, even when no one is watching. He’s
the guy who will stop and pull a stranger’s car out of a ditch or fix their flat tire. He’s the
guy who takes the time to make repairs on a historic cabin when he’s camping or four
wheeling. He’s the one who will drag a junk car closer to the road so it can be hauled
away easier, and makes it a point to stop and pickup roadside trash. He repaints signs in
the backcountry when the existing paint has faded or peeled. He truly gives generously of
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his personal time, and he will always say that he has not done enough. Congratulations,
Steve, on receiving this much deserved honor. By Debbie Miller Marschke

Cooperation
Terry Anderson
Here is a little story on the success of the repair of the Marble Mt. South I40 guzzler.
The first of May 2013 we discovered the guzzler was dry. This guzzler was placed
back in the 1970's and I knew that the collection was somewhere on the other side of the
freeway. In speaking with Dick Weaver, it was confirmed that the collection was
proposed in 1969 and incorporated when the freeway was built. The opening of the 3' x 6'
collection was located in the center on the east bound side of I40. It was full of decades
of debris! Cal Trans was contacted, during discussions, they were totally unaware of the
collection and guzzler existence they couldn't believe it! During this time the crew chief
for Cal Trans, Erik Clarke, inspected the collection and had his crew cleaned it out.
Discovering cans and bottles that were 30-45 years old.....
Working with Cal Trans, SCBS set a date to have 4000 gallons of water pumped into
the collection. Cal Trans closed the east bound lanes for this process. As we were
finishing, Cal Trans offered more water. An additional 4000 gallons was pumped in.
Therefore, with the help of Cal Trans and SCBS the guzzler has returned to full function.
The sheep were using it within 24 hours. What a great success.
Thanks to all the SCBS members that came out to help and a special thanks to Cal
Trans Supervisor, Erik Clarke. This would not have happened so successfully without
him and his crew.
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Getting water where it’s needed
Le Hayes & Terry Anderson
Pictures of a young ram at Kelso Peak (5-21-13). He had a ewe with him but she got a
drink and left. This ram just hung out with us waiting for "Cool, Clear, WATER." He
made all our work today worthwhile. Le
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SCBS What We’re About
A poem by Dave Smith
On the sides of some, our jeeps and trucks set’s a magnet emblem that means so much.
It’s black and white and round in size and promotes attention to many eyes. We’re often
asked as we exit rigs, what the heck is so special, about that Bighorn gig we explain to
them what’s new about that class five ram and the nimble ewe. Herds survive because of
what we do; supply a drink from springs renewed. We give hours, days and our time we
share to this cause we love just because we care. We’re a group as one with a strong
desire, to forge ahead with that inward fire. But so often stopped when we try our best
and our good intentions are put to test, from those bureaucrats and some other folks that
portray our cause as harmful strokes. But because we do what we do the sheep will thrive
and we won’t rest. Thru every season we hear the call, then forge ahead and give our all.
It’s a well known fact those thought we keep is to do our best for the Bighorn Sheep.

The SCBS Board of Directors meets at about 6:00 p.m. on the 2nd Tuesday of each
month in the conference room at Bass Pro Shops, 7777 Victoria Gardens Lane, Rancho
Cucamonga, CA 91730. You are invited to attend any and all board meetings, to bring a
friend, to visit, and, hopefully, to participate.
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Shots from the field
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The way of things
By Carlos Gallinger
. Changes in the ecology of the Mojave Desert.
Today we see many large-scale solar plants and wind farms changing the ecology of
the Mojave Desert, however there are many other changes being brought about that are
not as well-known, such as the devastation brought on by the wild Burro and Tamarisk.
Fortunately we have people and organizations that are working on these problems and I
believe they are making a difference.
One of the more important changes in the ecology of the Mojave desert is the advent
of the trail camera. With this new technology humanity has a tool that can investigate and
experience wildlife without disturbing them. The impact of this knowledge is already
being felt. These cameras allow decisions about the ecology and wilderness to be based
on facts rather than opinions. The technology of these cameras is simply amazing,
presently they can take pictures night and day and hold as many as 8 to 10,000 images.
The growth of this technology is going in many different directions.
I think soon you’ll see cameras on the market with telephoto lenses so that you can move
the camera 100 or 200 yards away from the trail or water source that you intend to
monitor. Rather than storing the data internally, they will no doubt soon have the ability
to transfer it to the Internet through the cell telephone system or satellite. Who ever is
monitoring the spring or trail can do so in real time. While there are tens of thousands of
them out there now, no doubt in the near future there will be millions of them in the
desert Southwest as the cost drops. Already there are various government agencies that
are using these to write tickets and monitor the public. No doubt the public is also using
this technology to monitor the government and this is where things are different from
some of the old science fiction stories where only the government has this technology.
As this technology matures an individual or an organization will be able to monitor
anyone anywhere.
This technology coupled with existing facial recognition technology will soon make
changes in many things, including wilderness, with facial recognition technology an
organization or individual will be able to identify people in their database and get an
alarm message to their cell phone that a particular individual is walking down a certain
trail or at a certain spring.
These databases will grow from things like a group picture with the names of people
at some sort of event. Then they will be downloaded into a database and used to identify
someone that is miles away on a different day. These databases will no doubt be traded
and hacked by individuals and organizations as they try to monitor each other.
This will lead to a cultural and legal point of view that defines a wilderness as a place
where you have no expectation of privacy. thewayofthings.org
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Sunset’s on two proposed Solar Plants in Sheep country
The K-Road / Calico Solar plant that was set to be placed at the foot of the Cady
Mountains just east of Newberry Spring has been scrapped. This was one that was going
to affect the Desert Bighorn Sheep in that area.
Another Solar project in Riverside County near Blythe was scrapped in January of this
year.

Editor’s notes
I would like to thanks the members and volunteers that help make this great organization
come together and do so much for the sheep and all the other critters out there in OUR
desert.
I know most of us never hear the words “Thanks You” from the outsiders, we just do
what we do and go on our way with a smile knowing what we are doing right. Job well
done.

Another Blatant Request for SCBS Members and Volunteers
Enclosed is a Membership Application Form. It is not only for renewals! Your
Society (and the Bighorn Sheep) needs help. You can help by finding people with like
interests and convincing them that they should join and enjoy the desert. And, of course,
you volunteers and past members can help by filling out the application and sending you
check! It costs a lot to print and mail out the Sheep Sheet and your dues will help keep
expenses down.
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THE SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION
OF BIGHORN SHEEP
A California Non-Profit Organization is looking for:
Sportsmen and Conservationists who are concerned about our California Desert Bighorn sheep and who are
willing to get involved to make a difference. Be a part of history with our program to put bighorn sheep
back in their historical ranges. The Society works with the California Department of Fish and Game and
the Bureau of Land Management in programs such as: sheep transplanting and propagation; habitat
improvement; wildlife census; research and development; and many more. If this sounds exciting and
fulfilling to you, then fill out the following application and join the Society for the Conservation of Bighorn
Sheep today! Check our website at: www.desertbighorn.org
**************************************************************************************

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP
SOCIETY FOR THE CONSERVATION OF BIGHORN SHEEP
Attn: SCBS Membership Chairman
5801 Calico Cove Court
Bakersfield, CA 93306
Name: _______________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________ State: ______ Zip: ______________
Phone: (H) _________________________

(W) _____________________________

E-Mail Address (Optional): _______________________________________________
Make checks payable to: SCBS
Annual ………………$35.00/Year New _____ Renewal _____
Student (Full Time). $20.00/Year New _____
Life ………………….$300.00

New _____

Renewal _____
___option:3 Qtrly Pmt of ($100.00)

Corporate ………….$1000.00/Year
Enclosed is my Tax Deductible check for $_______ which includes my contribution of
$________ to help you support desert wildlife.
Please send me information on the Society’s desert water projects. Yes ___ No ____
Where did you hear about SCBS? __________________________________________
SCBS Sponsor: _________________________________________________________
************************************************************************
Application Received: ______
Funding Received: _______
Voted In: ______

Member Card Sent: _______
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Have you seen me? Send the editor pictures of your sightings.
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